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EUSS, a long-term issue: why it matters to the third sector (and beyond)



Whilst valiant attempts [by the NGO migrant sector]  succeed every day to secure status,
thousands fal l  through this inadequately funded safety net:  which wil l  f ind it  impossible to
meet the burden of additionally advising EU migrants on their  complex over-regulated right
to settlement.

It  is l ikely that some of this group will  need the help and support of voluntary and
community organisations if  they do not achieve the status or encounter difficulties with
the status they are granted. 

“One lesson from Windrush is that people leading ordinary l ives,  bringing up famil ies,  not
necessari ly getting any help from the state and who have been settled in the UK for decades
may not even consider the need to make an immigration application to stay in the UK. The
effect of this may not arise unti l  a l i fe event much later -  e .g.  i f  they get sick or need social
care or change jobs.  That can then develop into a crisis situation where they are refused NHS
treatment or evicted from their  homes.”  

Aftercare



Social cohesion 

Methodological note



Among organisations surveyed from the wider sector, 43%
had not heard of the EU settlement scheme before our
survey.

The government aren't  giving out any information… we've
not been contacted.”  

People are quite afraid of the whole process – users and
service providers.  Plus,  everything changes… You don't  know
how to help people i f  it 's  l ike shift ing sands.
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1: The ‘wider’ third sector (outside of the advice 
and migrant support sector) lacks information, 
understanding and engagement with EUSS
 

“Why would the third sector
think it  was their  job to
monitor and do stuff  for the
European scheme… it ’s  the
government's problem… Why
put it  on us?”

43%



2: Traditional third sector beneficiaries are 
likely to face multiple barriers in accessing 
the scheme.
 82%



“ It ’s  not straightforward to navigate,  and using technology is f ine for younger generations but
not for older generations who don't  have smartphones or apps to do the verif ication.”

“Local authorit ies seem not to be being very proactive for [supporting] looked after children
and care leavers [to apply]

“I  am concerned that the EUSS scheme at present is  s imply not reaching many of Deighton
Pierce Glynn’s cl ients who are extremely vulnerable.  They include people with learning
disabil it ies or l imited l iteracy,  survivors of traff icking,  homeless people who are dependent on
drugs and alcohol ,  as well  as cl ients in care homes and psychiatric units .  The agencies and
staff  working with these communities are under extreme pressure and may not be really
aware of the process.  Those who are aware often don’t  have the time to offer the level  of
support needed to support a vulnerable person to enter and complete the EUSS application
process,  in particular obtaining ID.  There is  a need for a concerted public information
campaign targeting harder to reach groups,  as well  as a level  of  resources which
acknowledge their  particular needs.  Without it ,  I  fear that post Brexit ,  it  is  the most
vulnerable who wil l  be in crisis  and at that point advice agencies,  community groups and
public authorit ies wil l  face an emergency situation.”



We are f inding applications are taking longer than we expected and taking up a lot of
capacity e.g.  l iaising at length with social  workers about evidence for a young person.

3. Groups dealing with this need more resources
 

All the organisations that we surveyed who are not already
working on the scheme wanted to learn more about how to
support their clients accessing the scheme. Many of those who
are working on the scheme already wanted further information
and training.

“Marianne Lagrue reported
that,  while applications
made by the Coram
Children’s Legal Centre took
1 .5–2 hours on average,
those with documentary or
technical challenges took
upwards of 10 hours

What does your 
organisation need 

to support your clients 
to access EUSS?
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For additional information on an EUSS application

For free immigration advice 

For information on the Settlement Scheme in 27 different languages
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